A novel mechanistic spectrum underlies glaucoma-associated chromosome 6p25 copy number variation
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The factors that mediate chromosomal rearrangement remain incompletely defined. Among regions prone to structural variant formation, chromosome 6p25 is one of the few in which disease-associated segmental duplications and segmental deletions have been identified, primarily through gene dosage attributable ocular phenotypes. Using array comparative genome hybridization, we studied ten 6p25 duplication and deletion pedigrees and amplified junction fragments from each. Analysis of the breakpoint architecture revealed that all the rearrangements were non-recurrent, and in contrast to most previous examples the majority of the segmental duplications and deletions utilized coupled homologous and non-homologous recombination mechanisms. One junction fragment exhibited an unprecedented 367 bp insert derived from tandemly arranged breakpoint elements. While this accorded with a recently described replication-based mechanism, it differed from the previous example in being unassociated with template switching, and occurring in a segmental deletion. These results extend the mechanisms involved in structural variant formation, provide strong evidence that a spectrum of recombination, DNA repair and replication underlie 6p25 rearrangements, and have implications for genesis of copy number variations in other genomic regions. These findings highlight the benefits of undertaking the extensive studies necessary to characterize structural variants at the base pair level.

INTRODUCTION

The contribution that chromosomal anomalies make to human disease was, until relatively recently, under-appreciated. Introduction of array technologies has revealed that rearrangements below the resolution of standard karyotyping are exceedingly common (1,2), with sub-microscopic structural genomic variants underlying a substantial proportion of human genetic variation (3,4) and disease (5–8). Estimates that such variants account for 12% or more of our genomes (2,9) are likely conservative due to the resolution of the arrays used, and these technologies’ general inability to detect most balanced rearrangements (9). Despite their importance to a wide range of human diseases (5–8), structural variants have been defined at the base pair level in only a small number of cases, thereby restricting our understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved. As the majority of characterized rearrangements were identified prior to the advent of comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, it remains to be determined whether the mechanisms involved in their formation are representative of the generally smaller genomic variants being detected with array approaches.

Since copy number alteration predominates among the mechanisms by which genomic rearrangements induce...
phenotypes (10), copy number variation (CNV) is becoming the preferred descriptor for segmental gains or losses of chromosomal material, and as such will be used in this paper. CNVs have particular relevance in ocular genetics due to the eye’s well-documented sensitivity to the effects of altered gene dosage (11–19). Combined with the organ’s accessibility to detailed phenotyping, these factors provide unique opportunities to use CNV-induced phenotypes to elucidate the functions of dosage-sensitive genes (12,16,18,20). Among dosage-sensitive ocular developmental genes, the forkhead box transcription factor FOXC1, located on chromosome 6p25, is noteworthy for the frequency of its involvement in segmental and telomeric chromosomal rearrangements (16,18,21–24). Increased or decreased FOXC1 copy number causes the Axenfeld–Rieger Syndrome (ARS) spectrum of glaucoma-associated ocular anomalies (16,18,22,24), and occurs at a similar prevalence to FOXC1 mutation (25). Although previous studies localized 6p25 segmental anomalies using microsatellite marker genotyping or large-insert bacterial clones as probes for FISH, the resulting broad intervals (150–200 kb) precluded determining the causes of these rearrangements (22,26,27). Further investigation was warranted by the unique architecture of 6p25, which contains a triplet of forkhead genes (FOXC1, FOXF2 and FOXQ1). Such tandemly arranged paralogs are not observed in the other five regions where segmental duplications and deletions cause human disease (Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease type 1A23 (28) [dup (17)(p12p12)] and Hereditary Neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies (29) [del (17)(p12p12)]; Potocki–Lupski [dup (17)(p11.2p11.2)] and Smith Magenis syndrome (30) [del (17)(p11.2p11.2)]; dup (22)(q11.2q11.2) and Velocardiofacial syndrome (31,32); dup (7)(q11.23q11.23) and Williams–Beuren syndrome (33); dup (15)(q11q13) (34) and Prader–Willi/Angelman syndromes (35)).

In order to characterize the 6p25 rearrangements at the base pair level, ampiclon-based, and subsequently commercial oligonucleotide CGH arrays were used to comprehensively analyze the 6p25 region in the largest ARS pedigree collection worldwide (16,22,24–26). The findings revealed a novel mechanistic spectrum involved in the genesis of these CNVs, including junction fragment architecture incompatible with the two primary mechanisms [non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)] that underlie characterized genomic rearrangements. These results extend the mechanisms that generate CNV with implications for CNV formation in other parts of the genome.

RESULTS

In order to determine the extent of the 6p25 structural variants (pedigrees #1–7, 6p25 segmental duplication; #8–10, 6p25 segmental deletion; #11, ring chromosome 6), DNA samples from a subset of the probands were initially hybridized to an in-house PCR ampiclon-based array. However, the limited extent of this array, not encompassing both breakpoints in pedigrees #7 and #10 (data not shown), was a factor in subsequent adoption of a commercial array. The latter accurately defined the extent of the rearrangements in eight of the nine pedigrees (duplication: #1, 3–5; deletion: #8–10; ring: #11) in which it was used (Fig.1). These data facilitated amplification of junction fragments with long-range (but not Alu-based) PCR, in six of the seven segmental duplication pedigrees (#1–6) as well as in all deletion pedigrees (#8–10). The identical junction fragment sizes observed in the duplication pedigrees #1 and 2 (2.5 kb) and #3–6 (2.1 kb) were compatible with either recurrent rearrangements or founder effects. Bioinformatic studies, including Pipmaker analysis of the telomeric 2.5 Mb of chromosome 6p25 did not reveal a significant level of low-copy repeats (LCRs) (data not shown).

Sequence analysis of the junction fragment from pedigrees #1 and #2 revealed identical head to tail arranged ~492 kb duplcions, separated by a 6 bp insertion (Fig. 2A). The telomeric breakpoint lies within a long interspersed nuclear element (LINE), located within 3 kb of near-contiguous repetitive elements, whereas the centromeric breakpoint lies 381 bp away from a low complexity repeat that is located within a 10 kb region of repetitive sequence. The maximum repetitive element composition in a 10 kb region encompassing the telomeric and centromeric breakpoints is 71 and 45%, respectively, compared with ~35% genome-wide (36). Four pedigrees (#3–6) share similarly oriented, but smaller ~480 kb duplicated segments, with 3 bp of microhomology at the junction (Fig. 2B). The breakpoints, located ~25 kb from those in #1 and 2, lie close to repetitive elements [telomeric: MER1_type repeat (191 bp); centromeric: between two short interspersed nuclear elements (SINE), AluSx and MIRb, respectively]. The 10 kb region adjacent to the telomeric breakpoint is noteworthy for the high (94%) repetitive element density (compared with centromeric 28%), indeed a near contiguous (97%) 13.8 kb array of repeats (including 6 SINES, 10 LINES, 1 LTR and other elements) lies adjacent to the telomeric breakpoint.

Despite clear prediction of the breakpoint positions from a mean 100 bp probe density customized CGH array, no junction fragment was initially amplified in #7 (Fig. 3). To assess whether the duplcions were separated by >20 kb, additional primers extending up to 70 kb from the predicted breakpoints were used. One primer combination yielded a junction fragment, with subsequent sequencing revealing significant discrepancies (telomeric 46 kb and centromeric 23 kb) between the actual and predicted breakpoints (Fig. 3). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) with multiple ampcions spanning these two intervals accorded with the array CGH result (data not shown). While these intervals had no significant homology to other chromosomal regions, the telomeric interval exhibited a 40% repetitive element composition (centromeric 15%). The head to tail orientated 529 kb duplicated segment (Fig. 3) of pedigree #7 is larger than the previous examples, and exhibits a 2 bp microhomology at the junction and the breakpoints lie adjacent to AluJo and AluJb repeat elements (telomeric 47 bp, centromeric 735 bp) that share 90% (135/150) sequence homology. The prevalence of repeat sequences in the telomeric and centromeric 10 kb regions encompassing the breakpoints is 59 and 42%, respectively.

In contrast to the 480–529 kb duplications (#1–7), segmental deletion #8 is 1.22 Mb in size with breakpoints separated by insertion of an unexpectedly large 367 bp of novel sequence. This insert comprises two 100% homologous
Figure 1. (A and B) Array CGH results from patients with Axenfeld–Rieger phenotypes illustrating the extent of the structural genomic variants relative to the position of the forkhead paralogs and neighboring genes. Duplicated or deleted genes are depicted in brown (others gray): to emphasize the constant (FOXC1) and varying (FOXF2/FOXQ1) involvement in the rearrangements, forkhead genes present at normal copy number are shown in green. The segmental duplications extend 492 (A, I pedigrees #1–2), 480 (A, II #3–6) and 529 kb (A, III #7), respectively, the segmental deletions (A, IV #8, V #9 and VI #10) 1216, 30 and 870 kb, respectively, while the ring chromosome (B) lacks ~2452 kb of sequence from 6p25 and 6q27. (C) Schematic overview of the extent of each 6p25 chromosomal anomaly (red and open arrows) [x-axis chromosome position, NCBI build 35, y-axis log 2 Cy3-Cy5 ratio], the copy number variant region located at 0.2 Mb represents a recognized polymorphism.
motifs (M1 and M2), separated by a 13 bp DNA segment (Fig. 4A). Motif M1 consists of three portions, the largest of which at 128 bp of primarily (GTG)\text{n} repeats is revealed by BLAT analysis to be homologous to three adjacent segments of sequence spanning the centromeric breakpoint (Fig. 4BI–III). The remaining motif portions of 15 and 83 bp are wild-type sequence that respectively lie at the telomeric and centromeric breakpoints (Fig. 4A). Motif M2 comprises 211 bp that is identical to M1 together with the same 15 bp of telomeric wild-type sequence (gray, Fig. 4A and C). The breakpoints are located within similarly sized (GTG)\text{n} simple repeats (telomeric 183 bp, centromeric 180 bp) with the former adjacent to three (GTG)\text{n} or (ATGGTG)\text{n} elements that extend for 889 bp. In addition, topoisomerase I consensus cleavage (CAT/GTC), and DNA polymerase α pause sites (GAG) are present at or adjacent to both regions (Fig. 4B).

qPCR screening of an ARS patient panel (n = 32) unattributable to FOXC1 or PITX2 mutation, identified one sample (#9) with reduced FOXC1 copy number. Array CGH confirmed this, defining a small segmental deletion (29.76 kb) (Fig. 5) in contrast to the previous much larger CNVs (~480–1220 kb). Sequencing of the junction fragment demonstrated 3 bp of microhomology, with minimal repetitive elements present in the 10 kb peri-breakpoint regions (2.2 and 0%, respectively) (Fig. 5). This deletion encompasses FOXC1 together with a small part of GDP-mannose-4,6-dehydratase (GMDS). Sequence analysis of the junction fragment from the final segmental deletion pedigree (#10) demonstrated the breakpoints of this 870 kb deletion to be separated by a 5 bp insertion (Fig. 5C). Four base pairs of microhomology exist between the sequences adjacent to the breakpoints, which lie within (telomeric) or adjacent (centromeric) to repetitive elements.

The junction fragments segregated with the disease phenotype in all the segmental anomaly pedigrees (Fig. 6A–C and unpublished data), and the absence of a junction fragment in either parent of the proband (#9) is compatible with gonadosomal mosaicism (Fig. 6D). Five of 19 microsatellite markers or SNPs studied were informative (Table 1). This demonstrated that pedigrees #1 and 2, and separately #3–6 share common

![Figure 2. Summary of genomic architecture in 6p25 segmental duplication pedigrees (#1–6): the genomic architecture of the 20 kb region flanking the breakpoints is shown above the respective breakpoints, with the distribution of repeat elements inset above (UCSC Genome Browser). (A) Pedigrees (#1–2) have an identical head to tail arrangement of a 492,096 pb duplicated segment separated by a 6 pb insertion. The telomeric breakpoint (red star) lies within a LINE, whereas the centromeric breakpoint (blue star) lies 381 bp from a low complexity repeat. (B) Pedigrees (#3–6) share similarly oriented 479,998 bp duplicated motifs: note the 3 pb microhomology (CAG) present at the junction between the centromeric (blue) and telomeric (green) sequence. The telomeric breakpoint lies 191 bp from a MER1_type repeat, while the centromeric breakpoint lies between two SINES (For clarity, descriptions of sequence location in all figures are made relative to the telomere/centromere as opposed to the telomeric/centromeric end of each duplicon).](http://example.com/figure2.png)
haplotypes across the duplicated segment, in addition to identically sized segmental duplications and breakpoint architectures (#1 and 2: 492 096 bp with a 6 bp insertion; #3–6: 479 998 bp with a 3 bp microhomology), confirming that they are ancestrally related. Array CGH of #11 revealed three regions of CNV, including loss of chromosomal material from the telomeres of 6p and 6q (Fig. 1B). The inability to amplify a junction fragment from #11 may be attributable to this rearrangement’s complexity. While the number of forkhead genes encompassed by each rearrangement differ [duplication (FOXC1 and FOXF2: 7/7; FOXQ1: 1/7), deletion (FOXC1: 3/3), ring (FOXC1, FOXF2 and FOXQ1)], FOXC1 is the only gene whose copy number is altered in all the rearrangements. Clinically, the seven duplication pedigrees, and separately the three deletion pedigrees exhibit similar ocular structural phenotypes (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Elucidating the genesis of CNVs is important in view of the major contributions that they make to human disease and the fact that despite recent advances (37), the mechanisms mediating their formation remain incompletely defined. The recurrent nature of most characterized disease-associated segmental rearrangements illustrates that they arise due to the neighboring genomic architecture. Such (recurrent) structural variants, which have common breakpoints in unrelated individuals, are usually generated by LCRs that induce misalignment during meiosis and thus provide the substrate for NAHR (38–41). Less frequently, rearrangements occur in which the breakpoint positions vary, and these non-recurrent rearrangements are generally attributable to NHEJ. The latter is an error-prone repair process with breakpoints located in non-homologous regions (42–48) and characterized by either microhomology, insertion or deletion of nucleotides at the junction. One novel aspect of the present study stems from the broader mechanistic spectrum observed and is evident from the following features.

First, previous examples of disease-associated duplication and deletion in the same genomic area predominantly have common breakpoints (49–51), whereas all six ancestral 6p25 segmental duplications and deletions are non-recurrent (Fig.1A–VI). This indication that 6p25 may differ from most previously studied genomic regions, is supported by the substantially broader than previously described segmental anomaly size spectrum (~30–1220 kb) observed with these
Figure 4. (A) Summary of the segmental deletion’s (#8) genomic architecture illustrating the composition of the 226 bp duplicated motifs (M1, M2), with the 20 kb region flanking each breakpoint (filled arrows) shown above. The motifs comprise novel (green) and wild-type sequence (gray), with the pattern of shading used to highlight the 100% homology of these motifs. (B) Illustration of the 100% sequence homology between motif segments and regions adjacent to both breakpoints: the location of DNA polymerase α pause sites and consensus cleavage sites for Topo-isomerase I are depicted with red and blue stars, respectively. Note the corresponding composition, order and orientation of the 128 bp motif portion and segments of sequence (I–III) that straddle the centromeric breakpoint (identical bases in capitals). (C) Diagrammatic representation of the 6p25 region (1) and the proposed steps in generating this rearrangement: fork stalling (2), formation of motif M1 (3), double strand break and strand dependent synthesis generating motif M2 (4–6).
CNVs. The second feature relates to the sequences that mediate the rearrangements, which have generally been LCRs, comprising elements some 10–500 kb in size that share ≥95% sequence homology (39). Although no LCRs are present in this region, evidence for a homologous error-free repair mechanism is provided by the normal reference genomic sequence present at the end of each duplicated or deleted sequence. In this context, location of breakpoints in five of the six ancestral rearrangements within (#1, 2 and 8) or adjacent (#3–7 and 10) to repetitive elements that are themselves located within large repeat blocks, indicates that the blocks of repetitive sequence contribute to the rearrangements. It is therefore noteworthy that in #3–6 (Fig. 2) the extent (13.8 kb) of the adjacent repeat block, which is 97% composed of repetitive elements, exceeds the minimum size of an LCR. Furthermore, in pedigrees #7 and 8 (Figs 3 and 4), location of members of the same repeat element class at or adjacent to each breakpoint provides putative recombination substrates. Taken together with the microhomology observed in the peribreakpoint sequence (#10), these data indicate that 6p25 segmental rearrangements are frequently mediated by sequences smaller than LCRs.

Figure 5. Summary of genomic architecture of #9 and #10. (A) Schematic representation of qPCR-identified segmental deletion (#9), note the lag in the qPCR’s exponential phase, with FOXC1 reaching threshold one cycle after the Connexin40 (Cx40) control. (B) Architecture of #9 segmental deletion breakpoint, illustrating the sequence homology (underlined) at both breakpoints and the 5 bp insertion (TGCTG). Note that part of this insert (CTG) and the contiguous 4 bp (TGTT) are identical to the 7 bp (CTGTGTT) present at the telomeric breakpoint. (C) Genomic architecture of #10 segmental deletion illustrating the sequence homology (underlined) at both breakpoints and the 5 bp insertion (TGCTG). Note that part of this insert (CTG) and the contiguous 4 bp (TGTT) are identical to the 7 bp (CTGTGTT) present at the telomeric breakpoint.
Figure 6. Segregation of junction fragments with disease phenotype in representative pedigrees: (A and B) Segmental duplications (#1 and #4, respectively), (C and D) Segmental deletion (#8 and #9, respectively); note the unaffected parents of individuals 2 and 3 (D), a finding indicative of germline mosaicism (probands denoted by arrowhead).

Table 1. Haplotype of segmental duplication pedigrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedigrees</th>
<th>Microsatellite markers</th>
<th>SNPs</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D6S967</td>
<td>BA121</td>
<td>FF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The duplication genotype showing the duplicated base pair in bold (and the unduplicated in standard font).
In addition, all six ancestral rearrangements exhibit NHEJ with microhomology (#3–7 and 9) or base pair insertion (#1, 2, 8 and 10) at the junction. Multiple rearrangements exhibiting both NAHR and NHEJ have only been previously reported in Pelizaeus–Merzbacher disease, a disorder primarily characterized by X-chromosomal duplication (48). Concurrent involvement of NAHR and NHEJ on an autosome, and with both segmental duplication and deletion, convincingly demonstrates that a greater proportion of rearrangements use mixed mechanisms. The differing degrees of NAHR and NHEJ evident in the six rearrangements, suggest that these may represent components of a mechanistic spectrum. It is interesting to contrast our findings with the X-chromosomal duplications (and less frequent deletions) underlying Pelizaeus–Merzbacher disease, where co-existing NAHR and NHEJ were first observed (48). While a broad CNV size spectrum is a feature of Pelizaeus–Merzbacher disease, the abundant LCRs of up to 122 kb in size associated with the underlying rearrangements are not evident in the 6p25 region.

The architecture of rearrangement #8 (Fig. 4) is unprecedented, with a 60-fold larger insert at the junction than previously observed in NHEJ (6 bp) (48), as well as features of NAHR [breakpoints within (GTG)n repeats]. The size of the insert (367 bp), identical motifs and particularly homology to sequence adjacent to both breakpoints (Fig. 4A) are incompatible with NAHR and NHEJ being the sole mechanisms involved. Indeed, existence of DNA polymerase α pause and topo-isomerase I consensus cleavage sites at, or adjacent to, both breakpoints (Fig. 4B) accord with a more complex mechanism, notably the replication-based mechanism recently described in two non-recurrent Pelizaeus–Merzbacher disease cases (37). The DNA polymerase pause sites and extensive (GTG)n at the breakpoints represent recognized impediments to polymerase progression (52,53), capable of causing the same successive replication fork stalling that characterized the Pelizaeus–Merzbacher cases (37). Stalled forks are recombinogenic (54), in part due to the potential for the increased length of single-strand DNA to lead to double strand break and subsequent template switching (37).

Hence the most parsimonious explanation for the observed architecture of motif M1 is recurrent stalling followed by re-initiation of strand synthesis ahead of the sequence that induced the fork to stall. This is in agreement with the extensive homology between M1 and the three sequence blocks (labeled I–III, Fig. 4B) that straddle the centromeric breakpoint, which lie in the correct order and orientation to yield this 128 bp motif portion. The imperfect sequence identity at the junctions of blocks ‘I’ and ‘II’, and ‘II’ and ‘III’ is explicable by error-prone repair of the resultant single strand gaps using either the sister chromatid, or other sequence, as template (55). The key differences with the Fork Stalling and Template Switching Mechanism (37) concern the absence of evidence of template switching in #8 and the higher order symmetry of the identical motifs. The latter is compatible with a double strand break at the telomeric breakpoint—the location of a topoisomerase I cleavage site (CAT)—followed by single strand-dependent synthesis using the antisense strand of M1 as template to generate M2. Such findings, albeit based upon a single complex rearrangement, accord with the central tenet of the replication-based mechanism (37), while illustrating potential for additional intricacies and demonstrating involvement of this process in segmental deletion in addition to the previously described two duplications (37).

The unique architecture of 6p25 among regions prone to segmental duplication and deletion (28–35) with three tandemly arranged paralogs (FOXC1, FOXF2 and FOXQ1), heightens interest in these rearrangements. CNVs in regions containing paralogs triplets cause both human (color blindness: opsin cluster, Xq28) (56,57) and canine phenotypes (ridge and dermal sinus: FGFR3/4/19 cluster, chr. 18) (58). Since homology between the paralogous forkhead domains is at a level sufficient to promote strand exchange (59,60), their presence is compatible with a role in CNV formation, possibly by promoting misalignment or stabilizing intermediate structures. CNV prevalence is increased in genomic regions characterized by segmental duplication and the available evidence, including the identical zebrafish forkhead triplet, indicate that the 6p25 (FOXC1, FOXF2 and FOXQ1) and 16q24 clusters (FOXC2, FOXP1 and FOXL1) were generated by ancestral segmental duplication events (26,61). This raises the intriguing possibility that the segmental duplications that generated the 6p25 forkhead triplet may predispose to subsequent CNV.

Defining the breakpoint architecture of each of the six ancestral segmental rearrangements, a particular strength of this study, revealed a discrepancy between array CGH-predicted and actual breakpoints in one pedigree (#7; Fig. 3). This observation is of relevance due to increasing transition of array CGH from the research laboratory into clinical testing. Two possible explanations can be proposed for the discordant result in this well-validated 6p25 segmental duplication pedigree (22). The first is masking by paralogs test or reference sequence, since array CGH copy number data reflect the overall level of hybridization to individual probes. The second is that use of an extensive panel of primers to amplify the junction fragment has detected a more complex rearrangement than defined by array CGH alone. At the present time we are unable to differentiate between these possibilities.

In summary, our findings illustrate the value of undertaking the extensive experiments necessary to characterize individual CNVs at the base pair level, identifying the novel spectrum of
mechanisms that mediate 6p25 rearrangements. This combination of recombination, DNA repair and replication-based mechanisms, together with the CNV size spectrum and 100% non-recurrence rate, highlight unique features of this genomic region. Use of increasingly higher resolution techniques to interrogate 6p25 has detected progressively smaller CNVs, providing translational opportunities for determining the molecular basis of an appreciable proportion of pediatric glaucoma. Although CNVs smaller than the current chromosomal 6p25 ~30 kb minimum are present genome-wide, their prevalence is incompletely defined due to the ≥5 kb probe density of most current arrays. If our hypothesis is correct that formation of small structural variants may be mediated by smaller sequence elements than larger CNVs (as in 6p25), analysis of regions containing multiple paralogs dosage sensitive genes that exhibit a particularly broad spectrum of rearrangements, may be especially fruitful in determining novel causes of CNV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

Genomic DNA from 148 individuals with ARS phenotypes secondary to 6p25 rearrangements (Table 2), were analyzed after isolation from venous blood samples using conventional techniques (62,63). These samples were derived from seven segmental duplication, and two segmental deletion pedigrees, as well as a single ring chromosome proband. The ancestral UK origin of the duplication pedigrees, recruited from Canada (n = 3) and the UK (n = 4), was compatible with the existence of founder effects (Table 2). A panel of 32 mutation-negative ARS cases, previously screened by microsatellite marker genotyping for copy number changes involving the known ARS-associated genes FOXC1 and PITX2, were also studied with FOXC1 qPCR (TaqMan, ABI). The study was approved by the Health Research Ethics Board of the University of Alberta.

Analysis of 6p25 copy number variants

DNA from four segmental duplication patients were initially hybridized to CGH arrays comprising 544 contiguous 744–10 289 bp PCR amplicon-based probes from a 680 kb region encompassing the segmental duplications. Amplicon design and hybridizations were performed as previously described (64). Subsequently, a customized commercial array (Nimblegen) comprising isothermal, oligonucleotide probes tiled at a high (~100 bp) density, across the telomeric 5 Mb of 6p25 was employed using Cy3-labeled patient and Cy5-labeled reference DNA as described elsewhere (65). DNA samples from a single affected individual from eight pedigrees (#1 (66), 3 (27), 4, 5 (16) and 7 (22,66) (duplication); #8 (22,27) and #10 (deletion); #11 (ring chromosome 6]) plus an ARS case (#9) in which qPCR was compatible with a CNV, were hybridized using standard techniques to determine the extent of the 6p25 rearrangements. After an Alu-based PCR approach (67) (n = 20 primer pairs) proved unsuccessful at amplifying breakpoint-spanning junction fragments, additional primer pairs (n = 116) extending 20 kb from the predicted breakpoints were designed. Since array CGH cannot define the relative positions or orientation of the duplicated and unduplicated segments, long-range PCR (Elongase, Invitrogen) was next performed with multiple primer permutations (n = 336). Amplification of junction fragments in duplication pedigrees #1–6 with the primer pairs listed (Table 3), obviated the need for array CGH in #2 and #6; while in #7, supplementary primers (n = 48) extending up to 70 kb from the predicted breakpoints, were required. Junction fragments from all segmental duplication and deletion pedigrees (#1–10) were visualized on ethidium bromide stained 1% agarose gel and sequenced with internal primers using a BigDye (v3.1) terminator kit and 3100 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems). In pedigree #7, SYBR Green qPCR was performed in quadruplicate with nine PCR amplicons to validate the array CGH data. In pedigree #8, the amplicon’s architecture necessitated cloning into a vector (pCR®4-TOPO®, Invitrogen) prior to sequencing.

Bioinformatic and haplotype analysis

In silico analyses of sequences adjacent to the breakpoints were performed with Ensembl, University of California–Santa Cruz (UCSC) and National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Entrez genome browsers. Sequence com-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction fragment</th>
<th>Primer pairs</th>
<th>Annealing temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 and 2</td>
<td>GAACTTGTAACATCCAAACAGTCTT</td>
<td>CATGGTGACAAAGTAGGATATAAGCAAG 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3–6</td>
<td>TACAGAAGCAGGAGCTATATGAGG</td>
<td>GGAGATGGGTGCTAAACCATTGCACTATAT 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>TGCTTAGCTCATAGGACAGAGTCG</td>
<td>CCAAGAGAGTCCTCTTTTCTATGTGA 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>TCAACATGTTAGGGTGTGGTTTTG</td>
<td>CCAATGATGGCTGCAACACACA 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>AGAGCCCTCTCTTCTTTTAAGACATC</td>
<td>CCCAGAAACTCCTCCTAAGAGAAAGAA 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>AAAATACAAAAATTAGCTGGGTGTG</td>
<td>TAGAATTTGACTGTGCTCCACACTTC 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXC1 qPCR</td>
<td>CACTCGGTTCCGGGAGATG</td>
<td>TGAACAACCTCCAGTGAACGG 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Probe: TCGAGTCACAGAGGAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsatellite markers/SNPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA121</td>
<td>CAGGAGGCAAGAGTCACAGT</td>
<td>ATAGGGTTGTTCCAAAAGG 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF2</td>
<td>CGGGTTCCACCTACATGCC</td>
<td>CACTCCAGCATGCTCTCTACT 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP-1 and SNP-2</td>
<td>GTGGCTAGATTTTGAGTATCACCTC</td>
<td>CGAGTTAAGGTTAGATGTCATACA 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
position was determined with BLASTN (NCBI Blast) and BLAT multi-species comparison (UCSC), with the boundaries of repeat elements defined using Ensembl and UCSC. Analysis of the repeat masked telomeric 2.5 Mb of chromosome 6p25 was undertaken with Pipmaker to determine if LCRs were present. To determine whether the duplication pedigrees shared common haplotypes, genotyping was performed with known (D6S967, RH122719, SHGC-82115, SHGC-53095 and SHGC-112337) or predicted (BA121, BA118 and FF2) fluorescent labeled microsatellite markers identified by analysis of repeat elements in the duplicated segments, supplemented by 11 SNPs (rs12524120/4544/5352/5740; rs1961687; rs1785778/5836/6028/6106) together with 2 SNPs identified within an E74-like factor pseudogene.

WEB RESOURCES

The accession number and URLs for data presented herein are as follows:

UCSC Genome Browser: http://genome.ucsc.edu/.
Pip Maker: http://pipmaker.bx.psu.edu/pipmaker/.
Repeat Masker: http://repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker.
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